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This paper deals with the localization of all the real roots of sine-polynomials.
D. Richardson (1991, in ‘‘effective Methods in Algebraic Geometry,’’ pp. 427440,
Birkha user, Basel) has already studied this type of analytic function. He showed
how to find the number of real roots in a bounded interval. Here we propose an
algorithm which determines whether a sine-polynomial has a finite number of real
roots or not. Moreover in the finite case we construct an explicit interval containing
all of them. We also construct a generalized exclusion method to find all the real
roots in a bounded interval and we adapt it to the infinite case.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is the localization of all the real roots of a certain
type of analytic function which we will call sine-polynomials.
We define a sine-polynomial in the following way.
Definition 1.1. A sine-polynomial p(x, sin x) is an analytic function
which can be considered as a polynomial with real coefficients depending
on the variables x and y=sin x.
Let us remark that a sine-polynomial is defined on the real axis and the
set of its roots is discrete. Moreover there is only a finite number of roots
in a bounded interval.
Computer algebra systems like MATLAB or MAPLE provide the numerical
equation solvers fzero and fsolve, respectively. However, in general these
solvers do not return all solutions of a sine-polynomial equation.
The solver fzero (‘‘function,’’ x0) finds a zero of the function which is
near x0 . The subjacent algorithm which was originated by T. Dekker, uses
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a combination of bisection, secant, and inverse quadratic interpolation
methods.
Let us analyse the solver fsolve on the example
p(x, sin x)=&2x2 sin5 x&(&x5+2&4x2) sin3 x+(2x5&x&2x4) sin2 x
+(3x+2x4&4&x2&4x5) sin x
+6+8x5&4x4&7x3&x+5x2.
This sine-polynomial has three real roots and fsolve in MAPLE 5.5 just
finds one:
>fsolve(p)
1.019107474.
If we construct intervals containing just one root then fsolve applied to
each interval can find them:
>fsolve(p,x,-4..-1);
&1.112851400
>fsolve(p,x,-1..1.5);
1.019107474
>fsolve(p,x,1.5..4);
1.639548528.
Richardson constructs a method to separate the roots of such functions
based on the algebraic cylindrical decomposition.
Theorem 1.2 [2]. Assume p(x, y) to be a bivariate integer polynomial.
Then all the real roots of the sine-polynomial p(x, sin x) in ]&?2 ,
?
2 [ are
separated by the roots of the sine-polynomial py(x, sin x) and the three
univariate polynomials Resy( p, ( y2p2y+ p
2
x& p
2
y) py), p(x, 1), and p(x, &1).
The algorithm directly suggested by this theorem is a recursive algorithm
and thus not very efficient in practice.
Richardson’s second approach [3] uses Sturm’s sequences and algebraic
cylindrical decomposition. This method determines the number of real
roots of sine-polynomials in a bounded interval.
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Theorem 1.3 [3]. Assume p(x, sin x) is a square free sine-polynomial
not admitting sin x&1 as a factor.
Let us form p(x, 1), R1(x)=Resy( p(x, y), y2p2y& p
2
x) and let us construct
the local Sturm sequence S of p(x, y) and py(x, y) with respect to y. Let us
denote R2(x) the last polynomial of S.
Let us consider an interval ]a, b[ not containing any root of p(x, 1), R1(x)
or R2(x). Then Var(S, a+)&Var(S, b&) is the number of distinct roots of
p(x, sin x) in ]a, b[.
With the help of this theorem we are able to find the number of real
roots in bounded intervals. But we have to deal with the resolution of three
univariate polynomial equations of large degrees; we have:
deg( p(x, 1))degx( p);
deg(R1)4 degx( p) degy( p);
deg(R2)
degx( p)
2 - 2
((1+- 2)degy ( p)&(1&- 2)degy ( p));
and those bounds can be reached. Moreover this method depends on being
able to decide the sign of f (r) for a given sine-polynomial f and a real r.
If we apply this method to the proposed example we obtain
deg( p(x, 1))=5;
deg(R1(x))=88;
deg(R2(x))=65.
The cardinality of the set of the real roots of the three polynomials is 24 and
we have to compute the number of sign variations of the Sturm sequence
to the left and to the right each root to determine the number of real roots
of p(x, sin x) in a bounded interval.
In order to solve sine-polynomial equations here we propose an approach
based on the exclusion method of J. C. Yakoubsohn and J. P. Dedieu [1].
This new numeric-symbolic method called generalized exclusion method
localizes all the real roots of a large type of analytic functions in a bounded
interval. We apply it to sine-polynomials, but a following paper will
present it in a more general case. It finds a set of small intervals containing
all the real roots of the function. The size of the small intervals depends on
the precision of the computation. The generalized exclusion method is
adapted to bounded intervals; if we want to solve any sine-polynomial
equation on the whole x-axis we have to analyse the three following questions:
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1. knowing if p(x, sin x) has a finite number of real roots (‘‘finite case’’)
or not (‘‘infinite case’’);
2. finding an interval containing them in the first case;
3. finding an infinite set of small intervals containing all the real
roots of p(x, sin x) on the real axis in the infinite case.
In the first section we propose an approach based on the algebraic
cylindrical decomposition which answers the first two questions.
In the second part the generalized exclusion method adapted to a sine-
polynomial in a bounded interval is proposed.
In the third section we extend the real roots localization on a bounded
interval to a localization on the whole real axis.
At last, the proposed algorithms are applied to a few examples including
the one proposed at the beginning.
2. FINITE OR INFINITE CASE?
Our new approach of the task is based on the computation of the limits
at infinity of the implicit functions defined by p(x, y)=0 and allows us to
determine whether the set of real roots of p(x, sin x) is finite or not. In the
finite case we construct a bound for all the real roots of a sine-polynomial.
We use those theoretical results to build a simple algorithm solving our
first task.
2.1. Theoretical Results
The results of this section are obtained using a link between cylindrical
decomposition and sine-polynomial bound. In fact, solving p(x, sin x)=0
is equivalent to finding the intersection points of p(x, y)=0 and y=sin x.
This point of view places our task in the frame of algebraic cylindrical
decomposition theory.
v Finiteness Criteria. We are going to prove that deciding whether we
are in the finite case or not is linked to the knowledge of the value of
specific limits.
Lemma 2.1. If an implicit function y= f (x) defined by p(x, y)=0 exists
and is continuous in a non bounded interval ]x0 , +[ (respectively ]&, x0[)
then limx  + f (x) (respectively limx  & f (x)) exists on R .
Proof. Let y= f (x) be an implicit function defined by p(x, y)=0 which
is continuous on an unbounded interval ]x0 , +[. Let us determine x1 to
be a real greater than x0 and greater than the last critical point of the
algebraic cylindrical decomposition relative to p(x, y).
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In ]x1 , +[ the polynomial Resy( p, py) does not vanish and the
system
{p(x, y)=0py(x, y)=0
has no solution on ]x1 , +[. Therefore on this interval py(x, f (x)){0.
Using the definition of f, we have p(x, f (x))#0 on ]x1 , +[.
As py(x, f (x)) does not vanish on ]x1 , +[ we can deduct from the
implicit function theorem that
\x # ]x1 , +[, f $(x)=&
px(x, f (x))
py(x, f (x))
.
The roots of f $ are roots of Resy( p, px); thus their number is finite.
f is continuous and differentiable on ]x1 , +[, furthermore f $ has a
finite number of roots on this interval then limx  + f (x) exists on R . K
Notations. Let us denote by I the set of the limits (finite or not) at +
and & of the implicit functions y= f (x) defined by p(x, y)=0 (I=< if
no implicit function exists in the neighbourhood of + and &).
We also denote a+ and a& the upper limit and the lower limit for all
a # I.
From the behavior of the implicit functions we derive the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.2. The equation p(x, sin x)=0 has an infinite number of
solutions if and only if
I & ([&1+] _ ]&1, 1[ _ [1&]){<.
Proof. The sine function scans the surface ]&, +[_[&1, 1], thus
according to Lemma 1, p(x, sin x) has an infinite number of solutions if
and only if an implicit function is trapped in this surface.
Now, let f be an implicit function defined in a neighbourhood of +
(respectively &) and let l be its limit at + (respectively &). The
function f remains in the above surface if and only if
v l # ]&1, 1[,
v or l=&1+ or l=1&. K
Consequently we need to decide if there exists a finite limit at infinity
which is included in [&1+] _ ]&1, 1[ _ [1&].
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v Finiteness Determination and Computation of a Bound for the Zeros in
the Finite Case. Cauchy’s bound and algebraic cylindrical decomposition
are useful to determine the finiteness or to determine a bound in the finite
case.
If A(x)=ki=0 ai x
i is a real univariate polynomial of degree k and of
root radius \, \=maxxA(x)=0 |x|, then Cauchy’s bound C(A) reads as
\C(A)=1+max
i<k
|ai |
|ak |
.
Let us introduce
xmax=max(C(Resy( p, py)), C( p(x, 1)), C( p(x, &1)))
which is greater than the largest root in absolute value of Resy( p, py),
p(x, 1) and p(x, &1).
On the intervals ]&, &xmax[ and ]xmax , +[, the number of implicit
functions is constant. If an implicit function is defined by p(x, y)=0 on
]xmax , +[ (respectively on ]&, &xmax[), it is continuous everywhere
on this interval. Using the definition of xmax , it does not cross the lines
y=1 and y=&1.
Thus if x>xmax (respectively x<&xmax) exists such that p(x, y)=0 has
a solution with component y # ]&1, 1[ then on ]xmax , +[ (respectively
on ]&, &xmax[) an implicit function is bounded by the lines y=1 and
y=&1.
We obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3. If x>xmax (respectively x<&xmax) exists such that y 
p(x, y) has a zero in ]&1, 1[ then for all x>xmax (respectively x<&xmax),
y  p(x, y) has a zero in ]&1, 1[ and p(x, sin x)=0 has an infinite number
of solutions.
We will apply this test to x=xmax+1 and x=&xmax&1. We obtain the
following options.
v If y  p(xmax+1, y) or y  p(&xmax&1, y) have a zero in ]&1, 1[
then p(x, sin x) has an infinite number of roots.
v Else p(x, sin x) has a finite number of roots.
When the number of solutions of p(x, sin x)=0 is finite we can deduct
an interval containing all of them.
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Theorem 2.4. If a sine-polynomial p(x, sin x) has a finite number of
roots then they are all contained in the interval [&xmax , xmax] where
xmax=max(C(Resy( p, py)), C( p, x, 1)), C( p(x, &1))).
3. GENERALIZED EXCLUSION METHOD FOR
SINE-POLYNOMIALS
In this section we expose the generalized exclusion method in the particular
case of sine-polynomials. We will describe this method for more general
analytic function in a following paper.
Let us introduce the system
(S) { p(x, y)=0y=sin x.
We are going to solve (S), i.e., localize the intersection points of p(x, y)=0
and y=sin x in a bounded interval [a, b].
This new method arises from the exclusion method [1]. The main idea
is to eliminate bands defined by the two lines x=r and x=s not contain-
ing a solution of the system (S).
The novelty is to reduce the band to the smallest rectangle of base [r, s]
on the x-axis containing the curve y=sin x. This reduction does not prevent
from finding all the solutions of (S). Using that point we manage to apply
a two dimensional exclusion method applying a dichotomy with respect to
only one variable.
We call this rectangle search rectangle on [r, s]. The coordinates of a
search rectangle on [r, s] are
[r, s]_[ min
x # [r, s]
(sin x), max
x # [r, s]
(sin x)].
The center of this rectangle will be the point
c=(x0 , y0)=\r+s2 , minx # [r, s] (sin x)+ maxx # [r, s] (sin x)2 +
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and we will call bi-radius the couple
t=(t1 , t2)=\s&r2 , maxx # [r, s] (sin x)& minx # [r, s] (sin x)2 + .
The exclusion method is based on the creation of a function Mg depending
on r and s.
v If Mg is strictly positive in the search rectangle then the following
theory will ensure that there is no solution of (S) in [r, s].
v On the contrary if Mg is negative or null then [r, s] will be split
into two intervals [r, r+s2 ] and [
r+s
2 , s] and the sign of Mg will be com-
puted on the smallest search rectangles of bases [r, r+s2 ] and [
r+s
2 , s].
The algorithm stops when the remaining intervals are as small as
wanted.
3.1. Generalized Exclusion Function Construction
Let T be the search rectangle on [r, s], (x0 , y0) its center and (t1 , t2) its
biradius. In the neighbourhood of (x0 , y0) # R2 Taylor’s formula gives for
all (x, y) # R2
p(x, y)= p(x0 , y0)+ :
d
k=1
1
k!
:
k
i=0 \
k
i +
kp(x0 , y0)
xi yk&1
(x&x0)i ( y& y0)k&i,
where d is the degree of p and ( ki ) is the binomial coefficient. Using the
triangular inequality applied to absolute values we obtain the inequality
| p(x, y)|| p(x0 , y0)|& :
d
k=1
1
k!
:
k
i=0 \
k
i + }
kp(x0 , y0)
x i yk&i } |x&x0 | i | y& y0 |k&i.
Let us define the function Mg from R2_R2 into R such that
Mg(x0 , y0 ; u, v)=| p(x0 , y0)|& :
d
k=1
1
k!
:
k
i=0 \
k
i + }
kp(x0 , y0)
xi yk&i } |u| i |v| k&i.
Then the inequality above gives
| p(x, y)|Mg(x0 , y0 ; x&x0 , y& y0).
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And so for all (x, y) # R2 such that |x&x0 |t1 and | y& y0 |t2 we
have Mg(x0 , y0 ; x&x0 , y& y0)Mg(x0 , y0 ; t1 , t2). This implies that if
Mg(x0 , y0 , t1 , t2)>0 then for all (x, y) # T it follows | p(x, y)|>0 and Mg
constructed as above is a suitable function for the test of the generalized
exclusion method.
3.2. The Starting Search Rectangles
When p(x, sin x) has a finite number of roots a basic approach is to
consider [&xmax , xmax] as the starting search rectangle.
In general xmax is large. We propose a new starting approach which
builds up a set of search rectangles containing all the roots of the system
(S) such that the union of their bases are strictly included in ]&xmax , xmax[.
If p(x, sin x)=0 has an infinite number of solutions and if we want to
solve this equation in a large interval we also use this starting approach.
Let X=[x1 , x2 , ..., xk] be the ordered set of roots of the univariate
polynomials Resy( p, py), p(x, 1) and p(x, &1).
On ]x i , xi+1[, i # [1, 2, ..., k&1], the number of implicit functions is
constant and none of them crosses the lines y=1 and y=&1. Thus for all
x # ]xi , xi+1[, if p(x , y)=0 has no solution in ]&1, 1[ then p(x, sin x)
has no root in the interval ]xi , xi+1[.
In the Finite Case. On ]&, x1[ and ]xk , +[, p(x, sin x)=0 has
no solution. The starting search rectangles ]xi , xi+1[ will be those such
that p((xi+xi+1)2, y)=0 has at least a solution in ]&1, 1[.
In the Infinite Case. Let us suppose that we want to solve p(x, sin x)
=0 in an interval [a, b] such that a<x1 and b>xk .
If p((a+x1)2, y)=0 has no solution on ]&1, 1[ then p(x, sin x) has no
root on ]a, x1[ and then this interval is eliminated. All the intervals
]xi , xi+1[ and ]xk , b[ are treated in the same way.
At last the starting intervals are the intervals ]u, v[ bounded by the
elements of X _ [a, b] such that p( u+v2 , y)=0 has at least one solution in
the interval ]&1, 1[.
4. INFINITE ROOTS LOCALIZATION
We, suppose that p(x, sin x) has an infinite number of roots. We know
how to find real roots in a bounded interval. In this section we are going
to complete this research. We will build up an infinity of small intervals
whose union contains all the real roots on R.
To do this we need to determine the finite limits of the implicit functions
defined by p(x, y)=0 at infinity.
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4.1. Determination of the Finite Limits at Infinity
A result of algebraic decomposition theory leads us to the determination
of limits at infinity of implicit functions.
Lemma 4.1. Assume q(x, y) to be a bivariate real polynomial such that
q(x, y)= :
d
i=0
ai (x) y i with d=degy(q).
It exists a real x* and an implicit function y=8(x) defined by q(x, y)=0
such that limx  x* 8(x)=\ implies that ad (x*)=0.
This lemma which is a simple application of Cauchy’s bound allows us
to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let p(x, y) be a bivariate real polynomial such that p(x, y)
=mj=0 b j ( y) x
j and m=degx( p). The finite limits of the implicit function
defined by p(x, y)=0 are among the solutions of the equation bm( y)=0.
Proof. Let us consider the cylindrical decomposition of the ( y, x)-plane
relative to p(x, y).
Let x= g( y) be an implicit function defined by p(x, y)=0 in the interval
]y1 , y*[ (or in ]y*, y1[) such that limy  y* g( y)=\. The previous
lemma ensures that bm( y*)=0.
The function g is continuous on ]y1 , y*[ (respectively on ]y*, y1[). By
the proof of Lemma 1, g$ has a finite number of roots and a real y2 exists
with y*< y2 y1 (respectively y1 y2< y*) such that g is derivable and
monotonic, thus invertible, on ]y2 , y*[ (respectively ]y*, y2[).
The function f =g&1 is an implicit function in the (x, y)-plane defined
by p(x, y)=0. So, y= f (x) is defined on ]g( y2), +[ (respectively
]&, g( y2)[ ) and limx  + f (x)& y* (respectively limx  & f (x)= y*).
We have proved that the finite limits at infinity are among the solutions of
bm( y)=0. K
4.2. Infinite Roots Localization Theorem
Theorem 4.3. Let y= f (x) be an implicit function defined by p(x, y)=0
and continuous in an interval ]x*, +[ such that
v v=limx  + f (x) # ([&1+] _ ]&1, [ _ [1&]),
v x* is larger than the maximal element of X the ordered set of roots
of Resy( p, py), p(x, 1) and p(x, &1),
v f (x) is monotonic on ]x*, +[.
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Let s be a root of sin x= f (x) in ]x*, +[ and let r be the nearest solution
of v=sin(x) to s.
v If s<r then all the intervals ]s+2k?, r+2k?[, k # N* contain a
root of p(x, sin x).
v If s>r then all the intervals ]r+2k?, s+2k?[, k # N* contain a
root of p(x, sin x).
Proof. We use the fact that on ]x*, +[, the function | f (x)&v| is
decreasing and the sequence of solutions of f (x)=sin x modulo 2? con-
verges to the solution of v=sin x modulo 2?.
Remark. Let us denote \ the largest root of the four univariate polyno-
mials Resy( p, py), p(x, 1), p(x, &1) and Resy( p, px)). \ and all the reals
larger than \ are suitable choices for x* in Theorem 4.1. But \ is not
always the minimal suitable value for x*.
The larger x* is the smaller are the interval solutions on ]x*, +[. On
the other hand, if x* is large the localization of the intervals solution on
]&x*, x*[ is quite expensive. So we take into account those criteria to fix
the value of x*.
5. EXAMPLES
All the results of this section are obtained with MAPLE on a Medicis
computer of type DEC Alpha EV56 pws500.
5.1. Example 1. Finite Case.
Let p(x, sin x)=&2x2 sin5 x&(&x5+2&4x2) sin3 x+(2x5&x&2x4) sin2 x
+(3x+2x4&4&x2&4x5) sin x+6+8x5&4x4&7x3&x+5x2.
The set of solutions of p(x, sin x)=0 is finite and is contained in the
union of the intervals [&1.1128514001, &1.1128513999], [1.0191074742,
1.0191074745], [1.6395485278, 1.6395485281].
This result is obtained in CPU 5 seconds and uses 196 search rectangles.
5.2. Example 2. Infinite Case.
Let p(x, sin x)=2x5 sin x&2x5&x5 sin3 x+x5 sin x+x4 sin x&3x4+
4x3 sin x+7x3&3x2 sin3x&4x2&3x sin5 x+3x sin2 x&3x+sin3 x&6.
The set of solutions of p(x, sin x)=0 is infinite and is included in
]&17.6655852835&2k?, (&112 &2k) ?[_](
&11
2 &2k) ?, &16.8808208607&2k?[
_]&14.4555737453&2k?, (&92 &2k) ?[_](
&9
2 &2k) ?, &13.8106139664&2k?[
_[&17.6655852835, &17.6655852833]_[&16.8808208609, &16.8808208607]
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_ [ &1 4.4 5 5 5 7 3 7 4 5 3, &14. 4 5 5 5 7 3 7 4 5 1 ] _ [ &13.8106139666,
& 1 3 & 8 1 0 6 1 3 9 6 6 4 ] _ [&11.5049543392 , &11.5049543389 ] _
[&10.4524459083, &10.4524459081] _ [&8.2924306471, &8.2924306469]
_ [&7.3829474672, &7.3829474670] _ [&5.5639808251, &5.5639808249]
_ [&3.4299311037, &3.4299311033] _ [&2.8056741650, &2.8056741648]
_ [1.4204003756, 1.4204003758] _ [2.1934680360, 2.1934680363] where k
runs through N*.
This result is obtained in CPU 21 seconds and used 1017 search rectangles.
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